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GACHA GAMES AS A SAFE FORM OF ENTERTAINMENT
WHAT IS A GACHA GAME?
The term gacha originates from Japan as a shortened from of gachapon, the sound that a
toy capsule machine would make when it dispenses a capsule (Famularo, 2017, pp. 1). These toy
capsule machines or “gachas” dispense collectible toys with different designs that both kids and
adults could collect. However, the gacha that game developers are interested in are mainly digital
instead of physical. A digital gacha has many advantages over a physical gacha that allowed it to
have a freemium business model. An example being that digital gacha can dispense items almost
immediately when a design finishes. While in a traditional physical gacha, physical places like a
factory create items which then requires transportation to their gacha machine. The term “gacha”
in this paper will mostly refer to digital gachas and games that include some aspect of gacha will
be collectively refered to as gacha games. Gacha is a type of freemium business model which
means that the users may use the product for free, however, they may also buy more features
with a premium (money) to enhance the free functionality of the product/service.

SAFENESS OF A GACHA GAME AND A BIAS ASSESSMENT
For the technical project done in conjection with this research, the team is developing an
assessment system for TheSum nonprofit orgranization to facilitate users in to taking the Power
of Difference Assessment (PDA). The purpose of the assessment is to help users learn more
about their biases towards other people. The assessment consists of two parts, a demographic
section and a statement evaluation section. When a user finishes their results, they may schedule
an appointment with a consultant from TheSum to discuss the results. Using the demographics, a

consultor can help people understand how they think in life, and encourage them to be more
accepting and appreciative of differences between people.
Between the safeness of a gacha game and the PDA created for TheSum, both topics are
loosely coupled. The safeness of a gacha game focuses on whether gacha gaming is safe by
analyzing opinions from different countries through their gambling laws. The PDA focuses on
measuring a person’s bias by looking at how they respond to different statements and checks
whether a person’s demographics plays any influence on the response. However, these two
topics do share a connection because laws are a social construct. Social constructs are a result of
what most people find acceptable to live a in society and it is through their world views that
construct them. Since TheSum helps people recognize different world views and helps them
accept them, it could make a controversial issue like gacha games being gambling clearer as
lawmakers create more laws with a better understanding of different world views. The main way
I plan to frame this is context is through the Social Construction of Technology. My STS
research question asks what is the legal perspective on the safeness of gacha games.
Understanding the safeness of gacha games is important because online and mobile
gaming are only getting more popular every year and gacha is becoming one of the fundamental
business models that game developers are using to fund themselves. Top gacha games have
already shown success in making money with top earners like Fate/Grand Order that came out in
2015, having earned $236 million as of 2019. (Teraoka, 2019). If gacha games are deemed to be
unsafe activity like gambling for users, then this issue would cause trouble for many game
developers who would have to switch to different monetization method, and users who have
already invested lots of money into gacha game.
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This topic will attempt to answer the controversial question of determining if gacha
games are gambling to decide if they are a safe form of entertainment by current legal standards.
It is important to note that the research done to answer this question in this paper focuses on laws
in place around the world. There are many potential concerns about the safety of gacha games,
but the scope of this research limit research to laws because laws give the most clear answer,
while other sources are a bit more subjective. The main interest in researching this topic came
from concerns on the nature of the way top performing gacha game earn their money.

INCREASING POPULARITY OF GACHA GAMES
Since the late 2000s, many game developers have switched to or incorporated a
freemium business model known as gacha as alternative method to a subscription or one time fee
business model (Heinze, 2017). The main appeal of a freemium model like gacha is it allows a
new venture to scale up and attract a user base without expending money on costly advertisement
campaigns (Kumar, 2015, para. 2). The success of gacha games due to these reasons have led to
increase popularity of the freemium model. Gacha’s popularity has spread beyond Japan to the
point where it has arrived in Europe and North America under a new name called loot boxes.
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Gacha games typically follow a pattern shown below in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Outline of Gacha elements in Japanese mobile F2P games: This figure shows how the
gacha element work in most mobile F2P (Koeder & Tanaka, 2017, p. 5).
Figure 1 created by Koeder and Tanaka (2017) shows some key points about gacha in
most free to play settings (p. 5). From this figure, it shows that gacha typically does not dominate
overall gameplay; instead its more of an encouragement for a user to play the game longer to
increase monetization. Another key point is gachas tend to have a soft currency that is collectible
in-game and a hard currency that users may buy with money. A gacha roll depends on chance
and accepts both currencies with the hard currency usually having better rewards/chances. The
result of a gacha roll will always produce a reward regardless of the type of currency used and
these rewards serve several purposes that are decorative, functional, or social within the game. It
is important to note that the rewards will usually only be considered valuable in the ecosystem of
the game. When a user has finished a roll or play of the gacha, they have the choice to return to
the main gameplay features or to do another gacha roll. This information will define the overall
standard for a gacha in gacha games in this paper.
4

GACHA APPEARS SIMILAR TO GAMBLING
Looking back at Figure 1, the biggest point of contention that most people have with
gacha games is that it seems very similar to gambling due to its chance based interaction in how
a gacha dispense its items. This has led many people to think that the gacha aspect of gacha
games are predatory and not very safe (Porata, 2019, pp. 1). To further analyze the situation, this
paper will analyze the situation according to the Social Construction of Technology method.
According to the Social Construction of Technology (SCOT) (1987), technology does not
decide human action, but rather human action determines technology. Leading advocates of the
of SCOT, Wiebe Bijeker and Trevor Pinch (1987), say there are 4 main parts: relevant social
groups, interpretive flexibility, closure, and wider context. The first part that this paper will look
at are the relevant social groups. Relevant social groups are the key stakeholders that influence
how society views a technology like gacha. Figure 2 below illustrates these key stakeholders in
context of gacha games.
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Figure 2: Relevant Social Groups According to the Social Construciton of Technology: This
figure shows key stakeholders that influence the concept that Gacha is Gambling (Xue, 2020).
According to Figure 2, the key stake holders are countries, lawmakers, gambling
institutions, gacha gamers, and game developers. Countries are a key stakeholder because they
may influence other countries to accept or reject the notion that gacha is gambling. Lawmakers
are a key stakeholder, because they influence laws about gacha. Gambling institutions are a
stakeholder because stricter gambling laws due to gacha games directly affect their business.
Game developers are stakeholders because heavy restriction on gacha may cause them to find
other means on income. Gacha gamers are key stakeholder because they are the primary users
who play gacha games.
After looking at the relevant social groups, SCOT(1987) says that gacha has interpretive
flexibility or different meaning to the different stakeholders. To the countries and lawmakers,
gacha could be something of harm to their citizens if it has the same problematic potential as
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gaming. To game developers and gambling institutions, gacha is a means of making for their
games and businesses. To gacha gamers, gacha is something meant to entertain them.
The next part, closure, focuses on how flexible the current definition of the technology is.
Gacha is not completely inflexible, however, a large part of its identity is already tied to gaming.
When looking at gacha games in Figure 1, there are many properties to consider when looking at
a gacha reward. In terms of rules and regulation, the world is trying to figure out where gacha
games belong, and this paper aims to answer some of those questions.
The last part, wider context, talks about the culture in which the technology exists. Going
back to the origin of gacha, the original version of the gacha, physical gachas, were widely
considered safe. Physical gachas were often at visible places like a local store or restaurant.
Children and adults who used the gacha machines were often limited by the amount of money
they carried physically on them. Gacha items were often visible to the users through clear
machine glass. Digital gachas are more problematic when compared to physical gachas. Digital
gachas mostly grew in popularity due to the increasing popularity of mobile games during the
late 2000s. Digital gacha could come from a public place like an appstore on your phone, or from
a third-party site not commonly known. Children and adults are no longer limited by the amount
of money they carry, but instead by an entirety of a credit card. Gacha items are harder to spot as
a user can no longer look through a glass to confirm how many gacha items remain as it is now
infinite. There are many worries about the nature of a digital gacha, but due to the nature of this
paper, it will focus on the primary concern that gachas are dangerous because it is considered
gambling.

DETERMING GACHA AND GAMBLING IN THE WIDER WORLD.
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The main method this paper seeks to answer this questions is to take a document analysis
approach by analyzing responses from major figures like countries and their responses to gachas
and gambling. This paper will group countries that have similar characteristics to better explain
the results. The purpose is to gather their responses toward gambling, and analyze any patterns
that seem common among countries. This paper will take a second approach by using the
exploratory study on gambling by Gainsbury et al. (2014) that provides a classification scheme
or taxonomy this research will compare the results with. The way they approached this study is
similar to an Actor Network Theory method as they interviewed different individuals and found
out their motivation for approaching certain genres of games (Gainsbury et al., 2014, p. 5). Then
they took note of the relationships to find out how the games related with each other to create a
taxonomy for lawmakers (Gainsbury et al., 2014, p. 5). The goals of their taxonomy was to
“promote clear and consistent discussion to guide ongoing investigation of new and emerging
Internet gambling and gaming technologies” (Gainsbury et al., 2014, p. 1). This taxonomy
approach will give a second way to analyze if gacha is gambling.

THE WORLD’S LAW ON GAMBLING AND GACHA
The first countries that this research looked are the eastern countries, Japan and China,
where gacha has existed longer. They have decided that gacha is not gambling, but rather needs
different kind of regulation.
In Japan, one type of gacha the “Kompu” or complete gacha, has already been banned
(Schwiddessen, 2018, p. 5). The reason for the ban was due to the controversial monetization
policy that encouraged users to spend exorbitant amounts of money to get further in a gacha
game. This controversial policy caused the Japanese government to investigate the policy where
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they found the complete gacha violating a 1977 law that prevented Unjustifiable Extras or
Unexpected Benefit and Misleading Representation that lawmakers created to stop kids from
spending excessive amount of money on baseball cards (Akimoto, 2012, p. 18). The lawnmakers
allowed remaining types of gacha after the incident to stay after passing a law that required all
gachas to give clear rates for rare items in their system. In addition, lawsmakers found gacha
games not to be gambling as gacha rewards had no monetary value. In Japan, gacha games are
not gambling as long as the users are not tricked in spending an unneccessary amount of money
and the rewards have no monetary value.
In China, the country has taken a similar route to Japan by forcing game developers to
show the drop rates of rare items and banning the complete gacha, while going a step further by
directly limiting the amount of gacha pulls a user can do in a single day and forcing companies to
guarantee a rare item in a predetermined number of boxes (Fong, 2019, para. 3). To the Chinese
government, this regulation pushes gachas further away from gambling as a guranteed rare item
will eventually come when the user has played the gacha enough. In addition, the Chinese
government finds gacha games are not gambling because the rewards have no monetary value.
Western Countries where gacha is more recent have also done some investigation about
whether gacha games are gambling. However their investigations have brought different results.
Figure 3 below groups some western countries based on the results of their investigations.
The first group of western countries this research will look at are the countries that say
gacha is gambling includes Belgium and the Netherlands. Belgium and the Netherlands, known
for having the strictest gambling laws in Europe, are very useful in looking at why gachas might
be considered gambling.
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Figure 3: Venn Diagram of Some Western Countries and their Position on Gacha as Gambling:
This figure shows the stances of different western countries and their opinions on gacha as
gambling (Xue, 2020).
In Belgium, the country has completely banned gacha games as of a result of a
government investigation that considered it gambling and bad for the mental health of children
(Gerken, 2018, para. 1). According to Beligum’s Gambling Law 2011, for the law to consider an
activity gambling, it needs to “be a game, involve a stake of any kind, result in a loss or gain
(monetary value), and involve at least a minimal amount of chance” (Paepe, 2019, para. 1).
According to this law, the gacha games in the investigation are gambling because the games
match all four criteria for people to consider them gambling.
The Netherlands with less severe gambling laws also took a similar route to Belgium
about gacha games being gambling. According to Netherlands Betting and Gambling Act of
1964, for the criteria for the law to qualify an activity as gambling are “an opportunity for
10

participants to compete for prizes or premiums,” and “the winners of these prize and premiums
are designated where players are generally unable to exert a dominant influence” (Littler &
Hoorn, 2019, para. 2). An investigation found a few games with gacha elements allowed users to
trade gacha rewards which gave the rewards monetary value which is against the gambling
legislature (Arif, 2018, para. 3). As a result, the country banned gachas games regardless of the
type of gacha they used.
The next group of countries in Figure 3 that this research discusses are the western
countries that say gacha is not gambling. These countries include the United Kingdom, France,
and New Zealand.
According to the United Kingdom’s Gambling Act 2005, their law states as long as there
is no monetary incentive or reward, then it is not gambling; otherwise the business needs to get a
gambling license and users are age restricted to at least 16-18 years old depending on the activity
(United Kingdom Gambling Commission, 2005, para. 1). Based on this law, the United Kingdom
found gacha is not gambling as the gaming ecosystem limits the rewards from gacha to the
games where users earn them and because gacha rewards cannot be cashed out (Macy, 2017,
para.1).
In France, an activity counts as gambling if there’s “ a public offer, an expectation for the
partcipant to win, and intervention of chance, a financial sacrifice by the participant” (Badiane &
Bourgeois, 2019, para. 2). The French government found that gacha is not classified as gambling
because the player is sacrificing money in attempt to improve the game in some way and there is
rarely a way for user to cash out a gacha reward (Huck, 2019, para 4.).
In New Zealand, their gambling law separates gambling activity into multiple classes that
need different treatment depending on how much money a user can make (New Zealand
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Department of Internal Affairs, 2019, para. 2). From this law, the government determined that
gacha games are not gambling because the player does not seek to earn monetary gain when
using them (Makuch, 2017, para. 2).
The main neutral country in this context is the United States. According to the USLegal
(n.d), the federal government defines the conditions for illegal gambling activity as “violating of
the state’s gambling law where the activity took player and having more than five people who
run and take part in the activity, and has been continuously operating for 30 days or makes more
than $2000 in a single day” (para. 2). Due to the federal government giving a lot of control of
gambling to the states, there are different opinions throughout the United States.
For example in Hawaii, Chris Lee, a member of the Hawaiian State Assembly, compared
gacha to an online casino that persuaded children to spend money which led lawmakers passing a
Hawaiian law that requires age restriction when spending money on a game with gacha elements
as well as including a warning if a game contained gacha elements (Khan, 2017, para. 1). On the
contrary, Michael Gallagher, president of the Entertainment Software Association, says gachas
are not gambling because it has always delivered the user something for the their money (Chalk,
2018, para. 2).
Using the document analysis approach mentioned on page 8, there are some noticeable
patterns that are common among the responses from some countries. One pattern is most
countries that decided gacha is not gambling like the United Kingdom, France, and New
Zealand, say its due to fact that gacha rewards do not have have monetary value. A common
pattern among all countries is that a key characteristic of gambling is the fact that it is more
dependent on chance and not skill. Another pattern found among the countries that concluded
gacha is gambling is that the bans came from a few violating games, and made it possible to
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trade gacha items which caused those countries to decide all gacha games were gambling. A final
pattern seen is the amount of concern that gacha is bad for mental health of it users from
lawmakers in Belgium, China, Japan, and Hawaii.
Looking at the patterns gathered from the different countries, as graphically depiced in
Figure 1 on page 4 to analyze them. Looking at the first pattern, monetary value, gacha is not
gambling because the rewards do not have monetary value. This pattern matches the diagram as
it shows none of the rewards from gacha have real monetary value. The second pattern, skill
dependency, shows that all countries decided that gambling are chance dominant. This pattern
matches the diagram because the diagram shows chance is an important part of a gacha game
which makes gacha games and gambling similar in this aspect. The third pattern, banned games,
gacha items being tradeable violates the diagram on page 4 because ecosystem key point says the
rewards should only be valuable inside their game ecosystem. By allowing users to exchange
gacha rewards for real world money, these gacha games have broken the definition of a gacha
game. The last pattern, mental health, shows gachas being bad for the mental health of the users
cannot be explained using a diagram as gacha games focus mainly on letting the user get a
reward that’s only valuable in its game by chance. From this analysis, the results show gacha is
not gambling.
Using the taxonomy approach mention on page 8, this paper approaches the results from
the flow chart provided by Gainsbury et al. (2014) as shown below in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Taxonomy of online gambling-themed activities: This figure shows a guideline to
determine how to classify games that seem to have gambling elements in them (Gainsbury, Hing,
Delfabbro, & King, 2014, p. 4).
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Looking at Figure 4, the reader can examine what paths would classify a game as
gambling, and what paths would a gacha game go through. By doing this analysis, the results
show there are some similarities between Figure 1 on page 4 and the responses made by different
countries.
Looking at the outcomes of this taxonomy there is one outcome that would lead to the
taxonomy classifying a gacha game as gambling. The first question in this flowchart asks if users
need money to play this game. Money in this context means real world money and not in-game
currency. To get to the gambling classification, users would have to pay real world money in
some way. Now using the gacha game pattern shown in Figure 1 on page 4players could use
either a soft currency or hard currency to play the gacha. If a gacha strictly uses a soft currency
payment method, then it does not need to have users pay which disqualifies it from being treated
as gambling. This is also matches gambling laws in the France that requires users to make a
financial sacrifice. The next question asks if users can win a prize of monetary value. This is an
important question as all the countries researched in this paper specifically mention that a game
needs to have a prize of monetary value for the law to consider it gambling. If users can trade
gacha items through some market easily, then the law decides the game is gambling. This is the
main reason Belgium and the Netherlands banned gacha games in their countries. If it cannot be
traded, then the game is just a normal game that requires users to pay money to play. The last
question is if the game is more chance reliant than skill related. The purpose of this question is to
differentiate activities like tournaments or competitions from gambling. This property is just as
important as a monetary prize as several definitions of gambling like the United Kingdom,
France, Belgium, and the Netherlands include the property in their defintions of gambling.
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Using the diagram that explains gacha games in Figure 1, the diagram shows that chance
and hard currency is an important part of what makes a gacha game work. Gacha rewards being
given monetary value is not shown in Figure 1 because it is not a property that is given by gacha.
While a person could argue that certain gacha rewards being rare adds monetary value to them, it
is a separate system like outside markets that allows easy transfer between players that give rare
items monetary value. Therefore, from this approach, gacha games are not gambling.

GACHA GAMES ARE NOT GAMBLING
From the results of this paper it is very easy to understand why people would think
gachas game would be gambling. Both activities need users to pay to participate, and the results
are often more chance dominant than related to skill. However, there are differences when it
comes to the motivations of both activities and the monetary value of the rewards. The purpose
for gambling is often to earn items with real monetary value while the purpose of playing a
gacha game is to earn a rare item that’s only valuable within the game. Looking at the current
legal definitions of gambling, gacha games are not as legally dangerous as gambling.
While this paper does prove gacha games are not as legally dangerous as gambling, it
does not mean it will remain this way forever. As mentioned before laws are a social construct,
and therefore change when key stakeholders show interest in changing them. Several countries
have mentioned in responses that there is concern that gacha causes poor mental health. This
piece of context is important because as relevant social groups work together to come up with
rules deciding what gacha games are, it brings closure to the topic. As a result, this legal
definition of gacha games may change if relevant social groups decide mental health is an
important component in determining what is gambling.
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